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The present review highlights various aspects of investigations of aphasia. In its
historical portion it focuses on the main developments until the middle of the

20th century (major topics: localization vs. holismi Gesner, Gall, Broca,

Wernicke, Lichtheim, Jackson, Marie, Head, Pick, von Monakow, Goldstein). Its

contemporary aspects include linguistic and neuropsycho/ogical investigations of

aphasia (esp. phono/ogical, semantic, syntactic, pragmatic disorders). Finally,

basic aspects of aphasia rehabilitation are discussed.
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1. APHASIA
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Aphasia is usually defined as a language dis
order following brain damage. Based on me

1CIDH c1assification of1980 aphasia can he
conceptualized in me followingway (Fig. 1).

psycho-social

consequences

FIGURE 1. Dimensions ofaphasia.
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Following some sort ofsudden brain damage
(typically strokes or head trauma), aphasic

symptoms (word finding difficulties, un
grammatica1 urterances, writing problems,
etc.) occur, and each patient has a more or

less unique pattern ofsymptoms at various
linguistic levels and in different modalities.

These symptoms usually lead to communi
cative problems, i.e. aphasic persons are not
able to express themselves using language

and are also not able to understand what is
said to them. Given the central role of lan

guage for humans in every-day activities and
professionallife, the psycho-social conse

quences of aphasia are enormous. Aphasic
persons lose their jobs, they become socially
isolated, and they are frequently victims to
depression.

Given this situation, it is clear that several

scientific disciplines are necessary to investi

gate and understand the phenomenon of
aphasia and to generate appropriate methods
and approaches to language rehabilitation.

Even though we generally have a working
definition ofaphasia (i.e. neurogenic language
disorder) that is understood and used across
disciplines, the field ofaphasiology is full of

controversy. Thus Benson andArdila (1996,
3) correctly state following: "Aphasia is the
loss or impairment oflanguage fUnction by
brain damage. The appearance offUndamen
taiagreement is illusory, however. Aphasia was
born ofcontroversy, has a history ofongoing
disagreements about appropriate approaches
and remains a contentious topic. "

At least the following aspects are often sub
ject to debate: the underlying cause, age of
onset, 10ca1ization, the relation between lan
guage, communication and cognition, the

question ofsyndromes, the question ofsup
ramodality vs. unimodality, the modelling of
symptoms (seeTesak, 1997, forasummary).
In this article, 1will briefly outline three dis

cussion points: (i) What causes aphasia?, (ii)
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Can aphasia be 10ca1ized?, and (iii) Are there

aphasic syndromes?
The most common causes for aphasia are

strokes and traumatic head injuries. Both

causes have sudden onsets, and for many
colleagues 'sudden onset' is a defining crite

rion for true aphasia. However, also brain
turnors and brain infeetions may cause apha
sia. The question becomes even more com

plicated when one takes into account that
degenerative brain diseases like senile de

mentia ofthe Alzheimer type may also cause
language problems (see discussion in Au et

al., 1988). There is some agreement to ex
clude degenerative brain diseases as underly
ing causes for 'true' aphasia despite the fact
that "aphasic" symptoms do occur in these

patients. Since chronic aphasia is not usually
becorning worse, the term progressive apha

sia has been introduced for 'aphasia' of de
generative origin (see Kirshner, 1995c, for a
review). Some authors (e.g. Caplan, 1992)

even use the term aphasia completely disre

garding the underlying cause ofthe language
disorder.

In relation to 10ca1ization, there is some
agreement and hard dara exist (e.g. Lecours,
Lhermitte & Bryans, 1984; Russel & Espir,
1961) that aphasia follows brain lesions of

the left hemisphere, especially in the peri

sylvian cortex. However, to what extent vari

ous symptoms and combinations ofsymp
toms (so-ca1led syndromes) are systemati
cally caused by lesions to specific regions of

the left hernisphere is quite unclear. There are
different reasons for this situation. First,

there are various exceptions. Also right
hemispheric lesions (in right-handed per
sons) may lead to aphasia (see Coppens &

Robey, 1992), and lefthanders, illiterates, bi

and muitilinguals, speakers of tone lan
guages, writers of non-alphabetic writings
systems notoriously do not fit the general
picture (see Lecours et al., 1985, for some
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provocative and stimulating statements).

Second, studies with CT-scans have dearly

shown that correlations between symptoms

(or syndromes) with lesion sites in the hu

man neo-cortex are subjeet to great variation

(e.g. Caplan & Vanier, 1990; de Bleser,

1988). Third, modeen brain imaging tech

niques like PET and SPECT show that lan

guage processing cannot be restricted to the

so-called corticallanguage centers. One of

the leading PET scientists, J. Metter (1995,

206-7) summarizes the situation as follows:

"The studies reviewed suggest that language

requires the interaction of a number of

highly integrated systems ofthe brain. This

interaetion involves both hemispheres as well

as cortical and subcortical sttuctures." Gen

erally, the idea ofsubcortical involvement in

language processing led to the concept of
"sub-cortical aphasia" (see Cappa & Abuta

lebi, 1999; and Fabbro, 1997, for recent dis

cussions) which in itself casts doubt on the

originaI concept ofaphasia as a purely "cor

tical" dysfunetion.

The relation oflanguage, communication,

and cognition in aphasia is less dear than it

may seem. Whereas standard teaching would

daim that the primary problem in aphasia

lies in language processing, that conse

quently communicative problems are sec

ondary in nature, and that aphasia per se

leaves cognition untouched (e.g. Goodglass,

1993; Wallesch & Kertesz, 1993; Huber et

aI., 1983), each of this aspects is under dis

cussion. Within a therapeutic perspective it

is well undersrandable that aphasia is concep

tuaIized as a disorder of communication

rather than a problem with linguistic rules

and structures (e.g. Carlomagno, 1994).

Others broaden the definition ofaphasia by

incorporating cognitive aspeets, e.g. Chapey

(1994c) writes: "[A]dult aphasia is defined as

an acquired impairment in language and the

cognitive processes that underlie language
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caused by organic damage to the brain [...]

such as recognition, comprehension, me

moryand thinking." Consequently, primary

and secondary aphasia have to be differenti

ated: in primary aphasias linguistic processes

per se are affeeted, and in secondary aphasias

language problems arise from deficits in at

tention, memory, or cognition (see Caplan,

1992,16).

Srandard teaching in aphasiology assumes

that aphasic symptoms come in predictable

bundles, in so-called aphasic syndromes (e.g.

Goodglass, 1993; Huber et aI., 1983; Kirsh

ner, 1995b). Well known is the dassification

into Broca's aphasia, Weenicke's aphasia, glo

bal aphasia, anomic aphasia, conduction

aphasia and various transcorticaI aphasia

types. However, the syndrome approach is

under heavy criticism. Among other things,

it is not dear whether certain symptorns are

a necessary prerequisite for dassification into

a specific syndrome, e.g. there exist Broca's

aphasics without agrarnmatism (Goodglass,

1993,217), even though agrarnmatism is

supposed to be the main feature of Broca's

aphasia. In addition, certain symptoms like

agrammatism seem to be themselves syn

dromes rather than simple symptoms (see

Menn & Obler, 1990; Tesak, 1991). Conse

quently, the assumption ofhomogeneity of

aphasic groups (e.g. Broca's aphasics) could

not be methodologically upheld (e.g. Ca

ramazza, 1984; 1986), and thus group stud

ies ofaphasics are theoretically worthless (e.g.

Tyler, 1987). Another, related problem is

that similar linguistic surface phenomena

may be caused by different psychopathologi

cal reasons.

2. HISTORY OF APHASIOLOGY

The history ofaphasiology is long and fasci

nating (for details and surveys see Caplan,
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1987; Howard & Hatfield, 1987; Whitaker,

1998; Jacyna, 2000; Tesak, 2001). The first

reports on aphasic persons date back to the
first written medical reports in Ancient

Egypt. The Greek and Roman period saw

many case descriptions ofapoplecric patients
with aphasia, alexia, and agraphia. The cam

mon interpretation was that the patients

were supposed to have a memory deficit, and

this deficit causes problems in word finding

and speaking. In this classical period it was

already hypothesized - though by a minor

iry only - that the human brain was respon

sible for the higher functions. The ventricles

were supposed to be ofspecial importance

the fourth ventricle in this viewwas respon

sible for memory functions. Given the idea

that aphasia is memory-related, early locali

zationism could state that aphasia results

from lesions in the posterior areas of the
headlbrain.

During the Middle ages the celI doctrine

FIGURE 2. Medieval cell doctrine (after apieture from
1490).
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was dominant - different celIs were held re

sponsible for different funcrions. The physi

callocalization of the celIs is hard to estab

lish, thus in many medieval picrures the cells

are depicted in different ways on the skull

(see Figure 2 for an example).

The period from the Renaissance to the

17th century brought new knowledge in al1

scientific disciplines. Anatomy in general and

brain anatomy made rapid progress. Leonar

do da Vinci (1472-1519), Andreas Vesalius

(1514-1564), Thomas Willis (1626-1675)

and Rene Descartes (1596-1650) have ta be

mentioned in this context. Leonardo inves

tigated the form ofhuman ventricles, Vesa

lius and Willis were milestones in brain ana

tomy, and Willis also postulated some kind

ofloca1izationism: e.g. the cortex was held re

sponsible for memory functions. Descartes

final1y developed the idea that the human

body functions like a hydraulic machine.

During the period from the Renaissance to

the 17th century many case studies were

published. In the 15th and 16th cenruries,

Antonio Guainerio (see Finger, 1994, 19),

Nicolo Massa (see Howard & Hatfield,

1987, 22), and Francisco Arceo (Finger,

1994, 372) write abour various traumatic

and cerebro-vascular cases of aphasia. Jo

hannes Schenck (1530-1598; see Luzzatti &

Whitaker, 1996) describes at least 16 cases of

language disorders due to traumatic brain

injury. Schenck rejects the cell docrrine argu

ing that there are cases known to hirn that

have the fourth ventricles intact and still no

memory (or language) disorder. Schenck also

distinguishes between dysarthric and aphasic

patients. Johannes Jakob Wepfer (1620

1695, see Luzzatti & Whitaker, 1996) and

Johann Schmidt (1624-1690, see Benton &

Joynt, 1963) also describe interesting cases,

among them a case ofalexia without agraphia.

In the 18th cenrury, scientific endeavors

flourish in all fields, and descriptions of
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aphasic patients increase both in quality and

quantity. Famous case descriptions stern

from OlofDalin (1708-1763, see Benton &
Joynt, 1960, 211f.), Giambattista Vico

(1688-1744; see Denes & Barba, 1998) and

Johannes Gesner (1738-1801; see Gesner,
1789). Gesner is probablythe firstto dearly
understand the phenomenon ofaphasia with

its communicative and psycho-social impaet.
Interestingly, Gesner calls the problem "lan

guage amnesia", which makes dear that Ges

ner assumes a selective memory deficit un
derlying the aphasic language problem.

The 19th century saw the birth of apha
siology as a medical discipline. On the basis

ofFranzJosefGal1's (1764-1828) discovery
of cerebrallocalization at the beginning of
the century (see summary in Tesak, 2001,

47-52), phrenology led to virtually hun
dreds of case studies in the first half of the

19th century that tried to prove that the lan
guage faculty is seated in the frontal regions
ofthe brain (see Williams, 1894).

In France, the case oflanguage localization

was taken up by Jean-Baptiste Bouillaud
(1796-1881; see e.g. Bouillaud, 1825).
Bouillaud's son-in-Iaw, Ernest Auburtin

(1825-1893; see Stookey, 1963) statted the
famous debate on language localization in
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Paris in 1861, during which Pierre Paul

Broca (1824-1880; see Schiller, 1992) pre

sented his famous cases ofLeborgne (Broca,
1861a; 1861b) and Lelong (Broca, 1861c).

In these aphasic cases, lesions in the third

frontal convolutions were established post
mottem (see Figure 3 for the famous brain of
Leborgne). Consequentiy, the seat ofthe "ar

ticulate language" was assumed to reside in

that region, which later was called Broca's

area.
When it was established that aphasic per

sons also have problems in comprehension
(by Bastian, 1869; and Meynert, 1866; see

Whitaker & Etlinger, 1993), it was postu
lated by Carl Wernicke (1848-1905; see
Kleist, 1970) in his famous 1874 book "Der

aphasische Symptomencomplex" that there
exists another language center whose func

tion is to comprehend words. Its seat is as
sumed to lie in the first temporal convolu

tion of the left hemisphere. Wernicke, to
gether with Ludwig Lichtheim (1845

1928), final1y developed the following das
sification scheme: cortical sensory aphasia,

subcortical sensory aphasia, transcortical sen
sory aphasia, cortical motor aphasia, subcor
tical motor aphasia, transcortical motor a

phasia, conduction aphasia (seeTesak, 2001,

FIGURE 3.The brain ofBrocas 1861 patienrLeborgne.
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10lfI). With theworkofGall, Broca, Wer

nicke and Lichtheim, the so-called classical

aphasia docrrine was established. Within the

work byJean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893;

see Brais, 1993) this paradigm finds its place,

and Figure 4 depicrs the assumed lesion sites

ofvarious aphasic disorders (agraphia, motor

aphasia, sensory aphasia, alexia) according to

his theory.

Even though the classical aphasia doctrine

dominated the last third ofthe 19th century,

it was opposed from the beginning on by
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various aphasiologists, prominent among

whom were HugWings Jackson, Constantin
von Monakow, Pierre Marie, Henry Head

and Kurt Goldstein.

One of the early critics, John HugWings

Jackson (1835-1911; see Critchley & Critch

ley, 1998), whose importance was only to he
recognized in the 20th century, pointed out

that the sentence or proposition was the cen

tral aspecr in language: "Speaking is not sim

ply the utterance ofwords. The utterance of

any number of words would not constitute

1 scissllTfI de Silvius
Sylvische Furche (Lateralfurche)

2 Si1loll tIe Rokmdo
Rolandische Furche (Zentralfurche)

FIJF2IF3 premiire/deuxiime/troisieme circollvolution frolfJlJle
erste!zweite!dritte Frontalhirnwindung

T11T21T3 premiire/tIeuxiime/troisiime circollvolution temporale
erste!zweite!dritte Temporalhirnwindung

01/02103 premiire/deuxiime/troisiime circollvolution occipitale
erste!zwftte!dritteOkri~talhirnwmdung

Ps lobule parieliJl superieur
oberer ParietaUappen

Pi lobule parieliJl inferieur
unterer Parietallappen

F2 !j!;!I!j!l.1 agraphie
lj!;!;!j!ii Agraphie

F3~ aphasie motrice (type Bouillaud-Broca)
~ motorische Aphasie

Tj1 lI11I111lII1I surdite verbale / aphasie sensoriel1e
Ul1IlliIllll Worttaubheit / sensorist:he Aphasie

Pi l!!lll iiII ~~:~b::':::it

FIGURE 4. Localization ofaphasia after Charcor.
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speech. Speaking is 'propositionising''' (Hugh

lingsJackson, 1874/1958:130). Consequent

ly, the "[1]oss ofspeech is the loss ofpower to

propositionise" (Hughlings Jackson quoted

after Schulte 1994:152). With this, one ofthe

weak points ofthe approach ofthe Wernicke

type is attacked, namely the fixation on words

as the main aspeet oflanguage.

Jackson also distinguished between voli

tional propositional speech and automatized

non-propositional speech. An aphasic person

has the problem of "not being able to pro

positionise in any way", but (s)he "has not

lost the automatic use ofwords" (Hughlings

Jackson, 1874/1958:133). Thus aphasic per

sons may use social formulae, curse, sing and

recite overlearned material. 1n relation to 10
calization, Hughlings Jackson is an opponent

ofthe strict localization ofthe language fac

ulty, which in itselfis doubtful as a concept:

"1 think, then, that the so called 'faculty' of

language has no existence" (Hughiings Jack

son 1866/1958:123) and "1 have never ac

ceded to the opinion that speech is to be 10
calized in any one spot" (Hughlings Jackson

quoted after Critchley & Critchley, 1998:

98). Early support for anti-localizationist po

sition in Great Britain came from Frederic

Bateman (1824-1904) who wrote one ofthe

first monographs on aphasia (see Bateman,

1870).

Anti-localizationism is often mentioned in

one breath with holism. This is not quote

correet, since holism (in relation to the brain)

simply states that the whole brain interacts

in accomplishing tasks like language. For

example, the Swiss neurologist Constantin

von Monakow (1853-1930) on the one

hand assumed that the core functions can be

localized, but on the other hand held the

whole brain responsible for the higher func

tions (e.g. von Monakow, 1905).

Holism in relation to the person means

that a specific problem affects the whole per-
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son.As KurtGoldstein (1878-1965) puts it:

"1n pathological cases like in aphasia we do

not only have a person with altered language,

but also a person ... with other symptoms.

One never should look at symptorns isolated

from the ill person" (translated from Gold

stein 1927/1971:164). And even Goldstein,

"the epitome of holistic ... aphasiology"

(Howard & Hatfield, 1987:45) has often

localizationist opinions (e.g. in Goldstein,

1948).

Clear anti-Iocalizationist positions were

rigorously put forward by Pierre Marie

(1853-1940) and Henry Head (1861

1940). Marie launched a debate on aphasia

in 1906 when he published a paper with the

provocative ticle "The third left frontal con

volution plays no role for language funetion"

(Marie, 1906). The "Paris medical commu

nitywas shocked with Marie's artiele" (Brais,

1992:693) and the elassical aphasia doetrine

became seriously weakened as the leading

paradigm in the consequent debate (see Brais,

1992, and Leischner, 1992, forsurnmaries).

Head re-introduced the works of John

Hughlings Jackson into the aphasiology of

his time and made Jacksonian views known

to mainstream neurology, and its impetus for

holism cannot be overestimated. Head's

own, two-volume work "Aphasia and Kin

dred Disorders ofSpeech" appeared in 1926.

1t is the peak ofanti-localizationist and ho

listic opinions in aphasiology in the 20th

century. 1n relation to the elassical doctrine

in aphasia (represented by Bastian, Broca,
Wernicke and others), Head writes, that

"[m]ost ofthe observations [by the diagram

makers ...] failed to contribute anything of

permanent value to the solution ofthe prob

lems ofaphasia" (Head 1926/1:65).

The elassical aphasia doctrine was also at

tacked from another side. Taking up argu

ments from Hughlings Jackson, it was ar

gued (i) that aphasia cannot be understood
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simply from anatomical study alone and (ii)

that the focus on words and problems in

word processing is far too limited. Eminent

in this respect is the work by neurologist Ar
nold Pick (1851-1924; e.g. Pick, 1913, see

Kertesz & Kalvach, 1996). He argued for the

inclusion of contemporary linguistics and

psychology into the investgation ofaphasia,

and he was also interested to overcome the

fixation on single words within the classical

aphasia doctrine, thus forcefully arguing for

inlusion of disorders of sentences as main

topic ofaphasiology. And indeed, the first 30

years of the 20th century witnessed a highly

interestingand sophisticated debate on grarn

matical disorders in aphasia (for a survey see
de Bleser, 1987). Contributors, amongothers,

are Karl Kleist, Max Isserlin, Arnold Pick, Karl

Heilbronner, and Erich Salomon.

By 1930, holism and anti-localizationism
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dominated aphasiology, and the situation re

mained unchanged through World War II.

At the same time, fascism terminated a fruit

ful discussion ofaphasia in central Europe,

and many leading aphasiologists had to emi

grate (e.g. Goldstein, Isserlin), lost their po

sitions or did not survive (Gelb, Forster).

After World War II, the classical Wernicke

Lichtheim model was revived through the

Bostonian neurologist Norman Geschind,

who helped to (re-)launch the most influen

tial scheme ofneo-connectionism whose ba

sic principle can be shown in Figure 5. In it,

various aphasia syndromes are depieted with

their presumed lesion localization.

This approach is still influential, especially

within medicine. Test Batteries like the BD

AE (Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examina

tion, Goodglass & Kaplan, 1973), theAAT

(Aachener Aphasie Test, Huber et al., 1983)

GWBAL

BROCA \\\\\\\\\\'

CONDUCTION~

WERNICKE'S

ANOMIC :W?;;:;;:
TRANSCORTICAL .~

The lateral surface af the brain and its majar anatamicallandmarks,
with a summary af the lesians af variaus aphasia types. 1. Frantallabe;
2. Parietallabe; 3. Temparallabe; 4. Occipitallabe; 5. Ralandic
fissure; 6. Sylvian fissure.

FIGURE 5. Classic aphasia docrrine in cantemporary clinical aphasialogy (after Kenesz& Wallesch, 1993: 126).
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or the WAB (Western Aphasia Battery, Ker

tesz, 1982) are basedon the Wernieke-Lieht

heim-Gesehwind model, and many apha

siologists in clinical eontexts deal with terms

like Broca's aphasia on a daily basis. However,

the anatomically based syndrome approaeh

to aphasia is unsatisfaetory due to several rea

sons. As already mentioned, syndromes are

rather vague categories that can only be used

as rough and superfieial deseriptions of the

patients' behavior, and the eorrelations be

tween localization and syndromes are diffi

eult to prove. de Bleser (1988, 182) states

after she studied the lesion sites of aphasia

syndromes: "No correlations [...] were ex

eeptionless. In some cases, as for Broeas a

phasia, the exceptions were as frequent as the

expeeted rule."

AfterWorld War II, aphasiology became a

truly interdiseiplinaryenterprise. Besides me

dieine, linguistics, philosophy, psyehology

and therapywere involved. Presencly, linguis

tie and neuropsyehogical investigations are a

major foree in gaining a better understanding

of aphasia, even though through the use of

new brain-imaging teehnology a return of

brain oriented aphasiology seems likely.

3. LINGUISTIC AND
NEUROPSYCHOLOGlCAL
INVESTlGATIONS OF APHASIA

The first linguist to investigate aphasie lan

guage was probably Heymann Steinthal

(1871), and researehers like Piek (1913) had

demanded to introduee linguistie knowledge

into aphasiology, but only after World War

II linguistics beeame a major theme within

aphasiology. The Russian neuropsyehologist

Alexander R. Luria (1902-1977) relied

heavily on the linguistie work by Roman Ja

kobson (1896-1980), whose Kindersprache,
Aphasie und allgemeine Lautgesetze (1941)
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gave a major impetus to the field (after its

translation into English in 1968) (see Good

glass & Blumstein, 1973e). Important for

the field was the so-called Chomskyan revo

lution in linguistics, whieh also influeneed

aphasiology (et Newmeyer, 1980). Noam

Chomsky developed generative grammar

(Barsky, 1997), in whieh linguistics is under

stood as part ofpsyehology or biology. Thus,

interest in biologieal aspeets oflanguage be

came a natural part oflinguistie investigation

and, eonsequent1y, interest in psyeho- and

neurolinguistics grew. Psyeholinguistics and

the related field ofneuropsyehology tried to

develop models ofthe human language pro

eessing maehinery. Cognitive Neuropsyeho

logy (CN) developed within neuropsyeho

logy (see Shalliee, 1988). CN tries to model

various cognitive phenomena using models of

normal behavior (et Ellis & Young, 1991;

Shalliee, 1988). Onestronglineofargumen

tation within CN comes from data obtained

from brain-damaged patients. In addition,

external evidenee was welcomed within the

Chomskyan paradigm. This meant that cor

roborating evidenee from, e.g., aphasia was

sought. A number ofeontemporary linguists

in aphasiologyworkwithin a generative para

digm (seeGrodzinsky, 1990).

Neuropsyehologieal and (psyeho-)lingus

tie investigations ofaphasia have two goals.

On the one hand, one tries to understand

pathologicallanguage and language proeess

ing, on the other hand, neurolinguistie data

is used to understand normal human lan

guage in a better way.
In the fol1owing, 1will restriet my diseus

sion in two ways (for more extensive and in

depth surveys see Blanken et al., 1993; Cap

lan, 1992; Fabbro, 1999; Stemmer &Whi

taker, 1998; Kirshner, 1995a). First, 1 will

diseuss spoken aphasie language only, even

though it must be clear that aphasie persons

do also have problems in comprehension,
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writing and reading. (The topic ofwritten

language will be briefly mentioned in the sec

tion on language therapy.) Second, 1will deal

with seleeted aspects only. For example, 1will

not discuss repetitive phenomena (persever

ations, stereotypes, etc.) (see Wallesch, 1990,

for a review).

3.1. Phonological and semantie
disorders
At the word level, aphasic persons have prob

lems with the phonological structure of

words (see Kohn, 1993, for an overview).

Phonemes can be substituted, deleted, ad

ded, misordered or a phonological feature

may be changed. The result is named phono

logical (phonemic) paraphasia. Phoneme

chains that are not conventionalized in a

given language are called (phonological) neo

logisms. The problem for classifYing segmen

taI errors is that sometimes the target word

is easy to recognize even though the phone

me chain per se does not exist as a word (e.g.

[epl> epe]. Other neologisms, e.g. [he:pa]

for "lion" cannot be related to the target

form. Thus it is common practice to call

phonological neologism that are recogniz

able phonological paraphasias, and ifthey are

not recognizable they are phonological (or

abstruse) neologisms. Goodglass (1993) uses

a more formal criterion: more than 50% cor

rect = paraphasia, less than 50% = neo

logism. However, this type of classification

depends on the hearer's knowledge abour the

intended target. In repeatingwords, the tar

get is known, usually also in naming. Bur in

spontaneous speech, the hearer is often un

aware of the intended target word and thus

is often not able to judge the percentage of

correetness. Ifthe phonologically deviant but

target-related phoneme chain is a real word,
and ifthere is no semantic relation, it is called

a formal paraphasia (e.g. computer > com
munist).
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Interestingly, segmental errors seem main

ly to be restricted to content words, while

function words are less vulnerable to phono

logical problems. This phenomenon can be

seen in its extreme in so-called phonological

jargon where (often) normal syntactic mar

kers are mixed with phonological neolo

gisms, i.e. sound/phoneme-chains that are

not meaningful in the target language.

Semantic disorders (see Gurd & Marshall,

1993, for a survey) lead to semantic para

phasias, which are common in many apha

sic persons (and also in patients with Alz

heimer dementia). In such cases the target

word is substituted by a semantically related

word, i.e. the erroneously produced word has

some relation in meaning (table > chair, Vol

vo> Fiat). Various sources ofsemantic errors

have been discussed, mainly along the lines

degradation of the semantic network vs. ac

cess problems (see below).

Category-specific semantic deficits are of

special interest, and there the most commonly

repotted dissociation concerns living vs. non

living things, i.e. aphasic persons may be able

to name allliving things, but none that are

inanimate, or vice versa. Sometimes more se

leetive deficits are reported for categories like

animals and fruits. Another topic of discus

sion is whether semantics is modality-specmc

or not. In the first case, each language modal

ity (speaking, comprehension, reading, writ

ing) would have its own semantic network.

This would help to explain why in certain pa

tients semantic deficits can mainly be ob

served in one modality. On the the other

hand, semantic problems in aphasic patients

are usually present in a supramodal manner

(i.e. in all modalities). Thus many models as

sume a central semantic system for language.

Other interesting phenomena on the word

level are the following. Different word classes

are subject to different breakdown patterns

in aphasia (see Friederici & Saddy, 1993),
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and generally open word c1asses and c10sed

c1ass items are subjeet to dissociations. It also

seems that morphological processes like in

flection, derivation and compounds can be

selectively damaged (cf. Badecker & Cara

mazza, 1993, forasurvey).

In explaining word level phenomena the

so-called logogen model (Morton, 1970;

Marshall & Newcombe, 1973) has been very

influential and it exists in various variants
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(Butterworth, 1993; Blanken, 1991b; Kot

ten, 1997; Nickels, 1997). The model is de

signed to represent the mental architeeture of

single-word processing in all modalities

(speaking, repeacing, narning, comprehen

sion, reading aloud, reading comprehension,

written naming, writing to dietation, copy

ing, etc.). The part of the model that deals

with speaking single words can be seen in

Figure 6 (after Nickels, 1997).
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FIGURE 6. Pan ofme logogen modd (after Nickeis, 1997:94).
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As can be seen, the model is composed of

various sub-Iexicons (for auditory input, se

mantics, phonologcal output) and process

ing routes that are used to explain different

error types on the word level. 1nability to ac

cess the semantic lexicon via the auditory

input lexicon leads to problems in auditory

comprehension. Should the problem be re

lated to the word form (j.e. phonological ac

cess or storage problems), closely related en

tries in the input lexicon may be selected and

then sent forward into the semantic system

(e.g., the target /sneikl may be understood as

/sneil/). Moreover, semantic access problems

lead to semantically-related misunderstand

ings (lkau/ will be understood as /pig/).

However, in such cases, output will not be

affected, but it would be affected, should the

problem for the aphasic person be within the

semantic lexicon. Then both comprehension

and produetion will be erroneous at the se

mantic level. Within the semantic lexicon,

various structuring principles have to be as

sumed to explain e.g. category-specific disor
ders.

The phonological output lexicon is the

long-term-memory store for the phonologi

cal representation ofwords (including both

segmental information on individual pho

nemes and suprasegmental metrical and syl

labic information). A disorder within the

output lexicon will lead to phonological

paraphasias both in naming and spontane

ous speech. Repeating will not be affected

with non-words since non-words per defini

tion are not represented within the lexicon

and they have to use the auditory-phonologi

cal conversion route. Whether the repetition

performance on words will be affected de

pends on the route the speaker chooses;

should the phonological output lexicon be

involved (which in normal processing is usu

ally the case), then performance will be af
fected.
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The response buffer and the buffer follow

ingsegmental and metrical spell-out can also

be subject to aphasic problems. 1n such cases,

phonological deviations will afFect all spoken
performance, be it naming, repeating or

spontaneous speech.
Generally, the model-oriented approach

has become an important, highly produetive

and fairly complicated approach within

aphasiology. A major force within this para

digm is the use ofdetailed single case stud

ies. It also has to be added that the discussion

of disorders in the cognitive neuropsycho

logical domain often takes place outside any
localizationist considerations, i.e. in most

cases it is not assumed that certain functional

elements of the models can be precisely 10
calized in the brain.

More recently, connectionist nerwork

modelling has gained some ground within

aphasiology. These "nerworks compute via

the parallel co-operative and competitive in
teractions ofa large number ofsimple neu

ron-like processing units" (Plaut & Shallice,

1994, 7f) and thus are unlike box-and-ar

row-models like the logogen model. (For fur
ther discussion of connectionist nerwork

models oflanguage production see Schade,

1999; Plaut & Shallice, 1994.)

3.2. Syntactic disorders
Breakdown ofsyntactic abilities is a frequent

phenomenon in aphasic persons, i.e. gram

matically well-formed structures are not pro

duced when intended and conversationally

required (Benson & Ardila, 1996). Struc

tures are aborted, incomplete or blended.

Widely rwo major forms ofsyntactic break

down are accepted: so-called agrammatism

and so-called paragrammatism. Both disor

ders are syndroms (bundles ofsymptomes)

rather than unitary symptoms. Agramma

tism has been ofspecial interest to linguists

for decades and it still is a major field oflin-
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guistic aphasiology (see Kean, 1985; Whi

taker, 1997).

Agrammatic output is characterized by

following symptoms (see Menn & Obler,

1990): overrepresentation of open-class

items (nouns, verbs, adjeetives); seleetive dis

turbance ofclosed class items (determiners,

pronouns, prepositions, etc.) and infleetional

morphology; nouns lack case markings,

verbs lack inflection; low number of pro

nouns and determiners; struetural simplicity;

lack of complex sentences and subordina

tion; problems with verbs (omission, under

representation in contrast to nouns, lack of

infiection). Due to a skeletal form ofagram

matic utterances, the term "telegraphic lan

guage" has been applied to agrammatism,

but this is a misnomer, since telegrams and

agrammatism share superficial similarities

only (Tesak & Niemi, 1997).

Cross-linguistic research (Menn & Obler,

1990) has shown that impairment ofgram

matica1 morphology seems to be the hall

mark ofagrammatism regarclless of the lan

guage. However, language specific aspects

have to be taken into account to describe the

agrammatic pattern(s) in different languages;

e.g. the issue ofomission vs. substitution of

grammatica1 morphemes. In morphologi

cally poor languages like English omission

seems to be the dominant feature through

deletion ofclosed class items, whereas in lan

guages like Finnish also substitution ofgram

matical morphemes may be observed in

agrammatism (Niemi et al., 1990).

The challenging question to linguists has

been from the beginning whether elements

affected in agrammatic spontaneous speech

have an inherent connection. A major inter

est in agrammatism has come from Chom

skyan linguistics and it has generated a series

oftheoretica1 accounts ofagrammatism (see

Penke, 1998, for an overview). A well-known

hypothesis is the trace deletion hypothesis
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(TDH) by Grodzinsky (1990) in the GB

framework, where it is postulated that traces

are absent from agrammatic structural re

presentations (see surnmary and critique in

Kolk, 1998). Minimalist program hypoth

esis (Chomsky, 1995) is the Tree Pruning

Hypothesis (TPH, Friedmann and Grod

zinsky, 1997) that tries to relate the deficit in

tense infieetion, in the seleetive deficit in sub

ordination produetion, and in the deficit in

producing WH-questions. On this account

agrammatic deficit is due to a deficit in the

Tense node; and the structures above men

tioned depend on information from nodes

higher up in the hierarchica1 syntactic struc

ture. Thus, theyare all impaired.

Several faets are problematic for linguistic

descriptive accounts: (i) variability of error

patterns, (ii) dissociations of error patterns

within and between tasks, (iii) changing lin

guistic theories. Consequently, many con

temporary approaches focus on processing

deficits rather than struetural descriptions,

since processing approaches seem to be more

adequate to deal with variable agrammatic

"behavior". Several research groups favor the

so-called "limited capacity" approach, i.e. the

assumption is that agrammatic speakers are

unable to build up syntaetic struetures due to

either temporal or spatial restrictions in the

language processing machinery (see Kolk,

1998, for an overview).

Finally, a few researchers discuss the option

that agrammatic surface behavior is influ

enced by communicative and social aspects
(Heeschen and Schegloff, 1999), and indeed,

it seems that individual agrammatic speakers

consciously simplifly their spoken output.

In contrast to agrammatism, paragramma

tism has received little attention in the lin

guistic literature (see de Bleser & Bayer,

1993). Paragrammatism is agrammatical de

viation that violates the normative rules of

morphosyntactic convention, and it is char-
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acterized by substitutions of grammatical

morphemes, by blending and overlapping
sentence structures ( when 1 saw the wo-
man gave me bread ), and by sharing the
same constituents ( not even in the hospi-

taI they could not help ...). (Huber &

Schlenck, 1988). Sentential struetures tend

to be long and complex. Paragrammatism
may result from (i) overuse ofgrammatical
elements (particularly connectors) with a de

crease in lexemes, (ii) an erroneous selection
ofgrammatical elements, (iii) an absence of

defining limits in sentences and utterances
(and correlated often with an excessive ver

bal output).1t remains unclearwhether para
grammatism is a purely linguistic or rather a
cognitive deficit (related to disordered moni

toring mechanisms). Things become even
more complicated since paragrammatism is

often associated with semantic and phono
logical paraphasias that may lead to so-called
jargon (fluent speech production, not mak

ing sense to listeners). In the case ofphono
logical jargon, syntaetic frames are filled with
neologisms in the positions of lexical items

whereas grammatical morphology seems in
tact. An interesting, process-oriented expla
nation for paragrammatic behavior is the loss

ofinhibition during production so that com

peting struetures are put forward to produc
tion, which leads - under the necessity to

produce only one item at a time - to substi
tutions of grammatical morphology and

sentential blends (Huber & Sch1enck, 1988).

Paragrammatism is often conceptualized
as the opposite to agrammatism but both
phenomena share certain features (esp. con

ceming the use ofgrammatical morphemes
related to syntactic processing) so that there

seems to be an overlap between agrammatic

and paragrammatic symptoms (Wallesch &
Kertesz, 1993). Moreover, 100king into other

languages than English it becomes more ap
parent that there is an overlap ofsymptoms,
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mainly conceming the use of grammatical

morphemes related to syntactic processing
(e.g. in German, Finnish).

3.3. Pragmatic disorders
Pragrnatics is awide field and for many it can
be defined similar to the following: prag

matics deals with the use of language in
context and discourse; it also deals with

intentions ofspeakers and thus incorporates
even interlocutors (see Levinson, 1983).

Topics ofpragmatics range from the relation
between linguistic and non-linguistics signs,
over deixis, reference, anaphora (all ofwhich

deal with the connection between language
and the outerworld) to conversational anal

ysis (CA) dealingwith tum taking/tum ex
change, construction of texts and narrative

discourse, conversational sequences, open
ings and closings, and repairs in conversation

(see aphasia-related overview in Perkins et al.,

1999).
Pragmatics remains an outlier within the

tradition ofclassical aphasiology, since apha
sic persons are per definition unimpaired
when it comes to pragmatic skills, i.e. apha
sic persons know the rules for communica

tion (e.g. tum taking) and have the usual
communicative intentions. The aphasic

problem is supposed to be found at the level

oflinguistic means. Pragmatic problems in
isolation such as in Alzheimer patients and
patients with right hemisphere lesions are

not usually labeled aphasic (Joanette & An
saldo, 1998). Communicative and discourse
problems are usually conneeted to non-apha
sic neurological populations only. However,

this position may not be justwed, since prag
matics and grammar are deeply interrelated

like two sides ofone coin (see Lesser & Mil
roy, 1993). Thus it seems that linguistic a
phasiology will have to broaden its focus.

Researchers like Gibbs (1999) stress the
point that pragmatic aspects are integrated
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into language processing and thus they are

not merely a speciallevel on top oflanguage

processing per se. Thus pragmatic impair

ment is on its way to become an integral part

ofthe definition ofaphasia. In addition, re

cent research shows several problematic prag

matie domains for aphasic persons (see

Stemmer, 1999; Paradis, 1998).

In reviewing communicative aspects of

aphasia, Feyereisen (1993) discusses two

standpoints in relation to gestural and other

non-linguistic expression modes: on the one

hand, some authors report equally disturbed

linguistic and non-linguistic expression, on

the other hand, aphasics were observed to

overuse the non-linguistic channel (probably

in order to oompensate for the linguistic defi
cit).

Aphasic narrative discourse seems ta pre

serve semantie content and textual macro

structure (whose disturbance often is consid

ered cognitive rather than linguistic in ori

gin), but several deviations from normal dis

course can be observed: word ratios are dif

ferent (e.g. verb/noun ratios) (see Berko

Gleason et al., 1980); sentences are syntacti

cally less rich (length, complexity) (see Ula

towska et al., 1981); there are more deictics

than usual (Dressler & Pleh, 1988); ana

phoric pronouns are often used without clear

reference, which points towards deficits in

the use ofreferential systems (see Cardebat,

1987); such lexical items are reduced that are

used to express the narrative message (Berko

Gleasonetal., 1980).

Conversational disoourse has only recently

received attention within neurolinguistics
(for an overview, see Chantraine, Joanette &

Cardebat, 1998). Within spoken conversa

tions, repair is particularly relevant to apha

sic persons, since in aphasic communication

difficulties routinely emerge to the extent

that repair processes are much more frequent

than in normal, non-aphasic conversation.
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The most important type seems to be 001
laborative repair where both the speaker and

the hearer contribute to successful problem

solving. Perkins et al. (1999) describe various

repair patterns and the oomplicated inter

connection between the trouble source, lin

guistic deficits, cooperativeness ofinterlocu

tors and individual aspeets. General1y, self

repairs are more frequent in clinical situa

tions than in conversations with non-apha

sic family members. Other-initiated repairs

are more frequent in familial situations,

where family members are often routinely

engaged in repairs (Lesser & Milroy, 1993).

(For an overview on aphasia and repairs, see

Lindsay & Wilkinson, 1999.)

4. APHASIA THERAPY

Aphasia rehabilitation has become an im

portant topic due to the fact that many in

dividuals with strokes and head injuries be

come aphasic. For recent reviews on aphasia

therapy, see Howard & Hatfield (1987),

Hol1and & Forbes (1993), Paradis (1993),

Springer (1997), Estabrooks & Hol1and

(1998), Blomert (1998), Tesak (1999).

Within aphasia therapy one distinguishes

between various broad approaches in relation

ta the four dimensions ofaphasia as depicted

in Figure 1 above. 1will briefly discuss these

separately below:

First, medical intervention has to be oon

sidered. Usually, brain damaged patients

have to be treated in a number ofways, e.g.

in trauma centers or stroke units. Since it

seems that the human brain is flexible and

"repairable" (see Stein etal., 1995), language

targeted pharmacology has in recent years

gained some ground, and "numerous inves

tigators have demonstrated a beneficial effect

on aphasia from a variety of pharmacologi

cal treatments" (Minura et al., 1995). Usu-
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ally the effects stern from unspecific influ
ences on the neurotransmitter system in the
hurnan brain, but presently "we are aware of

no neurochemical agent that has yet been

rigorously proven to ameliorate specific lan
guage signs or symptoms" (Minura et al.,
1995,477). In relation to language recovery,

it seems that language therapy that is sup
poned by various pharmacological means

may be more beneficial than the same treat
ment without pharamocological suppon.

At the second level we may speak of tradi
tionalspeech andkmguage therapy. Language
oriented approaches try to restore linguistic
skills: words and sentences, reading, compre

hension ofwords and sentences are the goals
for therapy. This approach usually makes use

oflinguistical1y struetured therapy materials
to stimulate the patients to produce selected
linguistic targets. The therapist uses cues,

prompts and various other means to suppon
the patient. More recentiy, linguistic and

neuropsychological modeling has been ap
plied to structure-related therapy goals.
And, as Lesser (1993, 258) c1aims, this "has

considerable potential for aphasia therapy",
since "it has contributed a theory-based ra

tionale for planning intervention and for se
lecting which of the multiplicity of materi
als and well-tried techniques should be ap

propriate for a particular patient at a panicu
lartime".

However, linguistic and model-oriented
approaches stan out (and end) with the idea
that language (or more restrictively: gram

mar) per se is the problem in aphasia (cf the
hypothesis ofexternal modularity ofgram

mar). But as we know from numerous stud
ies and reports from aphasic persons, linguis
tic ability per se and communicative every
day functioning do not correlate directiy.
Sometimes, aphasics are communicatively
more successful than one would expect on

the basis of the purely linguistic (grammati-
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cal) skills in the patient, and sometimes the

situation is the opposite.
Consequentiy, pragmatic andcommunica

tion-orientedapproaches focus on communi
cative skills and communicative success

rather than on grarnmar and correct struc
tures per se (see Carlomagno, 1994, for an

introduetion). Since in most chronic aphasic
cases premorbid language skills cannot be

assessed, it really makes sense to consider the
question ofhow a person can be enabled to
reach his/her communicative goals irrespec

tive of the means the persons use. Thus
themes likes strategies, compensation, non
verbal skills, and - ofcourse - the commu

nication panner come into focus. An influ
ential approach in this respect is PACE, an

acronym for Promoting Aphasics' Commu
nicative Effectiveness (see Davis & Wilcox,
1985). Its basic principles are: 1) there

should be an exchange ofnew information,
2) there is a free choice of communicative
channels (writing, gesturing, drawing, etc.),

3) feedback is based on communicative ad
equacy, and 4) the roles ofparticipating com

municators may change (see Glindemann &

Springer, 1995,fora discussion ofPACE).
Since communication is a co-operative

process, not only the aphasic person has to
be trained in successful communication, the

training of conversation partners becomes

necessary to help aphasic persons to com

municate (see Kagan & Gailey, 1993). Typi
cal1y, the communication panners are taught
speaker and hearer strategies to enhance their

chances of to be understood and to under
stand. Such strategies could inc1ude, e.g. rep
etition ofimponant communicative themes,
keeping an eye contact and reducing the

background noise.
Fourth, in addition to intervention related

to medicine, language and communication,
psycho-social intervention is becoming an

imponant factor since the psycho-social se-
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quelae are enormous for aphasic persons (see

Lafond et al., 1993, Gainotti, 1997, Code,

1999, Williams, 1996, Lyon, 1998). Herr

mann et al. (1993, 190) summarize the situ

ation: "Social isoiation, deprivation, and

changes in social status have been reported as

frequent social consequences of aphasia."

Especially depression seems very frequent in

aphasia, and "prevalence studies indicate that

40-50% ofstroke patients may develop de

pression during the acute period, and an ad

ditional 30% may develop depression at

some time during the first two years" (Will

iams, 1996, 306).
In addition to the aphasics' problems, fam

ily members may also suffer. As Boisclair

Papillon (1993) puts it: "Without any doubt,

the family of the person with aphasia also

reaets to the illness and undergoes behavioral

and attitudinal changes." It is undoubtedly

true that "[aJn individual's aphasia is a fam

ily problern" (Davis, 1983,290). Within this

perspective the help ofpsychologists, family

therapists, social workers, and related pro

fessionals becomes an integral part ofapha

sia rehabilitation. Lyon (1998) provides

many useful suggestions to partners (friends,

spouses, relatives, care givers, etc.) ofaphasic

persons. Recently, the self-help movement

has gained influence worldwide and aphasic

centers and self-help groups become more

and more important to supplement public,

medical and individual care ofaphasic per

sons.

Generally, treatrnent efficiency and the ef

ficacy of aphasia therapy have come focal

areas ofinterest (see Wenz, 1993; 1995; Hol

land & Thompson, 1998). Due toeconomic

considerations, Health Care systems all over

the world ask for efficacious and efficient

treatment. Thus recently it has become an

important task within the field to under

stand how therapy works. However, as a logi

cal prerequisite, the aphasic language pro-
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cessing (and grammar) as well as the commu

nicative and psycho-social aspeets ofaphasia

have to be understood.
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